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Summary 

Low-beta insertions have been installed around 
each of the two experimental zones of the SPS 
collider . They are currently used during p-pbar 
physics runs and provide actually a gain in 
luminosity of a factor around 53 without any 
detrimental effect on the stored beams. After a 
short description of the insertion layout and 
hardware, and of the setting-up procedure, this 
paper gives the main results obtained with the 
double FDDF optics which allowed to reach fl'"x=l.3 
m, fl'''y=0.65 m at both crossing points simul
taneously . Thanks to flexbility of the insertion 
layout, one has also tested and used other optical 
configurations, as for instance a "high" beta 
insertion for small angle scattering experiments. 
Finally, possible improvements for running the 
insertions at higher energies and/or for reaching 
lower 8* values are briefly described. 

Introduction 

Because of the relatively low beam currents one 
can ever expect in the SPS proton-antiproton 
collider, low-beta insertions are essential for 
obtaining useful luminosities. Such insertions had 
to be installed in an existing machine which implied 
severe constraints on their layout . It was 
requested, in particular, that the SPS could run 
either as a collider with the insertions in service 
or as an accelerator for fixed target physics, 
without having to displace any machine element 
during the changeover. Moreover the ratio between 
the horizontal and vertical beam emittances was 
expected to vary between 1 and 2 in the p-pbar 
collider1 >, If one wants to arrive at equal 
beam-beam tune shifts in the two transverse planes, 
one must aim at a similar ratio for the amplitude 
functions 8*x and 8*y at the crossing point: 
this is somewhat different to what is usual for 
e+e- storage rings and poses difficult problems 
for the correction of the chromatic aberrations. 
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A flexible insertion layout could nevertheless 
be found 2 ) and since its implementation it has 
worked successfully, allowing to run the SPS 
collider with different optical configurations. 

Inserti on hardware and operation 

Insertion lllyout 

The insertions are installed in the two 
adjacent long straight sec lions LSS4 and LSS5 and 
make use of exactly the same layout. The crossing 
point is not at the center of the long straight 
section, but exactly midway between the lattice 
quadrupoles 18 and 19, which leaves more than 28 m 
free for the experiments. As shown on Fig. 1, the 
two insert.ion doublets are constructed with these 
quadrupoles and with six more quadrupoles installed 
outside this space reserved for the experiments. 

Matching of the betatron and dispersion func
tions from the crossing point to the regular SPS 
lattice is done separately for the upstream and for 
the downstream parts of the insertions and requires 
the independent adjustment of the strength of five 
lattice quadrupoles on ei t her side of t he crossing 
point, i n addi t ion to the doublet st rengths . None of 
these l attice quadr:upoles need be displaced for 
putting the insertions into service: simple by-pass 
switches are used to disconnect them from the normal 
busbar feeding system and to have them powered by 
individual supplies. 

Calculations with the AGS computer 
program3 >have also shown that several optical 
configurat ions, which can be characterized by the 
doublets• polari ties, can be implemented wi th this 
layout: FDDF, DFFD, or even the antisymmetric 
FDFD+DFDF, Consequently, invertor switches for all 
doublets and for some insertion quadrupoles have 
been installed in order to be able to find 
experimentally the best configuration. 
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B* squeezing 

Owing to the desired aspect ratio B*xlB*y 
at the crossing points, the betatron functions 
exhibit high maxima at the doublet quadrupoles. One 
must then detune the insertions, when injecting the 
beams at 26 GeV, in order to increase the machine 
acceptance and to reduce the chromatic aberrations 
induced by the insertions . For the double FDDF in
sertion of Fig. 1 for instance, the AGS program has 
allowed to find a continuous path from B*x=7 .0 m, 
B*y=3.5m to B*x=l.3m, J3*y=0.65m (tuning range 
of 5.4), but this necessitates the use of 15 inde
pendent parameters per insertion, see Fig. 2. The 
aspect ratio B*xlB*y is kept constant during the 
whole detuning. 
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fl&..,___£ Detuning of the FDDF insertion 

The proton and antiproton beams are then 
injected and accelerated with both insertions 
switched on but detuned to their maximum. At 270 
GeV, just before storage, when the beam emi ttances 
are smaller, the B*' s are "squeezed" to the des ired 
values . For a suitable variation of B*s with time, 
a computer dedicated to each insertion calculates 
the 15 current waveforms corresponding to the de
tuning curves of Fig. 2 and using the magnetizing 
characteristics of the different quadrupoles. At the 
same time the lattice quadrupoles are also automat
ically adjusted so as to keep both machine tunes 
constant. This process normally takes 1.2 seconds 
and is achieved without any beam loss. 

The double FDDF insertion 

This type of insertion allows an aspect ratio 
B*xlB*y=2 and hence equal .beam- beam tune sh if ts 
for the nominal emittances . It was then tested first 
and has now become the standard configuration with 
B*x=l.3 m, B"'y=0 .65 m at both crossi ng points 
during storage, but further J3*s r eduction down to 
l.Ox0.5 m2 has been shown to be feasible. 

I nsertion matc hi ng 

To verify the insertion matching, i.e. the 
absence of modulation of Lhe J3-functions in the un
perturbed part of the lattice, one has first 
measured the local J3's inside each insertion by 
varying deliberately the insertion quadrupoles one 
after another and by measuring the resulting tune 
shifts. J3-functions outside the insertions could 
also be measured at 26 GeV by exciting small quadru
poles formely used as stop band correctors for 10 
GeV injection which led to a correction of the 
magnetizing curves of the F- lenses of the 
doublets•>. During beam storage at 270 GeV, one 
has looked at the variations of the a- functions at a 
specific point outside the insertions, which can be 

deduced from the beam profiles measured by a \ 
scanning wire 5 >, when one varies one insertion 
quadrupole. Good agreement was always found between 
these measurements and the a-values calculated by 
the AGS program for the same conditions. No inser
tion mismatch could then be found, for all 8*s used 
within the measurement accuracy. 

Finally beam profiles at the LSS5 crossing 
point were observed with another wire scanner: 
Fig . 3 clearly demonstrates the effect of the 
B*-squeezing at 270 GeV, but the accuracy on the 
J3*-values one can deduce from these profiles is 
limited as there were some irregularities in the 
wire motion. 
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Chromaticlty and other corrections 

Earlier studies 2 > have shown the necessity 
of using four independent sextupole families in the 
SPS for adjusting the linear chromaticities to the 
desired values while minimizing the higher order 
terms of the tune variations with the momentum 
deviation.Further calculations and experiments 6 ) 

have led to the conclusion that the four sextupole 
currents can be deduced from the desired amount of 
chromatic corrections ll~x• ll~y with a matrix 
relationship in which the matrix coefficients are 
fixed and determined only by the type of optics used 
but do not depend in practice on ll~x, ll~y, 
nor on the actual 8*'s during squeezing and storage. 

Fig. 4 shows the resulting variations of the 
machine tunes with the momentum deviation measured 
during storage at 270 GeV for different J3*-values. 
(Note that ~x~~y~.06 for stabilizing the 
beams,) For the detuned insertions, i.e. without 
B*-squeezing, the non-linear variations of the tunes 
QH and Qv with llp/p are almost negligible . 
When the B* are reduced, Qa exhibits a cubic 
dependence on llp/p, which is stronger, the lower 
the 8*s are, but one does not observe a residual 
quadratic term, as it was anticipated by simulation 
studies 2 >.Nevertheless, the chr:omaticity correc
tion scheme has proven to be efficient and provides 
a sufficient momentum acceptance, even for the 
lowest 8*s of l . Ox0 . 5 m2 . 

The horizontal- vertical betatron coupling 
increases when reducing the 8*s: almost a factor 2 
was observed when going from 1. 3x0. 65 m2 to 
l. OxO. 5 m2 • This is howe ver: easily compen
sated 7 ) by two skew guo.dr: upo les installed in 
each insertion .. 
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Owing to the desired aspect ratio B*xlB*y 
at the crossing points, the betatron functions 
exhibit high maxima at the doublet quadrupoles. One 
must then detune the insertions, when injecting the 
beams at 26 GeV, in order to increase the machine 
acceptance and to reduce the chromatic aberrations 
induced by the insertions . For the double FDDF in
sertion of Fig. 1 for instance, the AGS program has 
allowed to find a continuous path from B*x=7 .0 m, 
B*y=3.5m to B*x=l.3m, J3*y=0.65m (tuning range 
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Other insertions 
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availability of the skew quadrupoles at that time. 

By drastically reducing t he doublet strengths, 
it is possible to Increase the 13"'s in one or both 
lnsertio~s up to D"'x=B*y=lOO m (see Fig. 5) . In 
thl& case thet'e is no need to change the machine 
optics between injection and stot'age (no 13"' "blow
ing" ) . This high beta insertion was suc·cessfully· 
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Other insertion conflgu rat ions are poss lble 
with thl5 layout, as fol" Instance the o.ntisymmetrl c 
FDFD in one LSS and DFDF i n the otheL", leading to 
B"'x=B*y at both crossings. They weL"e not te·s t ed 
howe ver because of the good I;'esu1ts obtained wi th 
the double FDDF and because of lack of time . 

Future impL"overnente 

Almost all p- pbar physics t'uns weL"e made with 
the double FDDF insert ions. Each t lme the 13*s during 
storage could be r:cduced, the luminosity increased 
accordingly,reaching a recor:d of l.6x1029 cm- % 
s-i for ll"x=L3 m, B"'y=0.65 m. This was 
ac hieved without any vident reduction of the 
luminosity lifetime, which is pt'esently ar:ound 18 
ht'B. Similarly the background in the two experiments 
did not increase when lowering B"' . 

It is therefore planned to continue t'unning the 
collider with this configuration, but with some 
improvements . The addition of two quadrupoles, 0.7 m 
long, in each insel."tion will allow to reach 
B"'x=l.O m, B"'y= 0.5 mat 310 GeV. 

Thi s wi ll almost double the w+/w- and z 0 

pr:oduction rate, but can be consideL"ed as t he limit 
of the pr:esent layout, because of the mo.x imum 
achievabl e gradient of the insertion quadrupoles and 
also of t he ch rome.tic abel."rations which co.a be 
accepted by the beams. 

A fuL"t.her luminosity gai n of 251, or a higher 
stol."age energy arou nd 350 GeV could be obtained by 
reducing to 21 m the fr:ee space for: the experiments 
and by using stronger quadi:upoles , but this will 
I."educe the machine accertance. Mini - beta schemes 
have aleo been studied 0 : t he potential gain is 
o. factor 3 to 4 in luminosity at 270 GeV, but this 
necessitates tbe use of 3.5 m long superconducting 
quadrupoles. the fi:ee space would also be reduced to 
14 m end such schemes do not appeai: very sttratcitve 
for the years to come. 
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